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When the term ‘Tissue Engineering’ (TE) was first coined and propagated enthusiasm was great among researchers, clinicians and the public that soon any part of the human organism could be replaced if all efforts would be undertaken to bring the ingenious visions from the first hours into existence [1].

Many fields have emerged that show how continuous research offers steadily new perspectives when problems are addressed in a stringent way. One of these examples is the investigation of extrinsic and intrinsic vascularization of matrices and (neo)-angiogenesis of constructs, because still the vascular supply of TE products remains one major barrier to successful and routine clinical translation. Although many insights can be gained from in vitro testings, and in vivo research in small animals is a splendid way to elucidate principal mechanisms, the translation into large animal models is one necessary step to further advance TE and Regenerative Medicine (RM). One should be aware of the fact that - similar to drug development - finally the true outcome in the human organism is what will help our patients to regain lost tissue and functions without the price of side effects or donor site morbidity.

Without doubt the collaboration of scientists from many various disciplines has led to the development of a multitude of brilliant inventions, latest research tools and scientific techniques which are now constantly incorporated in this yet growing scientific field [2,3].

The stem cell arena has opened many more fascinating future prospects for the regeneration or reconstitution of lost tissue and organ functions. Once we learn more about the nature of modulating growth and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells or potentially reprogrammed cells we could overcome many hurdles in Regenerative Medicine that we tackle with at the moment. The Nobel Prize that was recently awarded to the Japanese scientist Shinya Yamanaka for discovering the potential of cellular reprogramming with induced pluripotent stem cells (IPC) – despite there is no clinical translation in sight at the very moment now - shows how high the estimates of potential possibilities are with regard to this new field. Nevertheless, the whole stem cell research is still in the early phase, while a few therapies that are based on tissue engineering concepts have already successfully entered the clinical stage [4-6].

Meanwhile we will have to focus on the evolution of that what has been achieved so far. That means that we should strive to optimize culture conditions of cells in any thinkable aspect (culture media, 3D cultures, flow through reactors, multi-mixed cell-culture systems etc.) and propagate methods that will lead to an optimal performance of products from TE and RM [6]. One example is the combination of microsurgical or supermicrosurgical methods [7] together with basic science techniques, such as the creation of arterio-venous loops to prevascularize constructs (Figure 1) before they can be successfully transplanted into organisms [3,8-11]. In a 12 week study in the sheep AV-loop model we performed the engineering of independently axially vascularized transplantable bone tissue in clinically significant amounts was shown, when directly autotransplanted MSCs and rhBMP-2 stimulation had been used [10]. Combining such efforts is also beginning to show results when targeting complex functional organs, such as liver bioreactors [12,13].

It seems also logical to expand the methodological possibilities of TE and RM [6] to more common fields in research and medicine, that could benefit from new research pathways. For instance the field of cancer development and investigations into tumor dissemination, progression and blocking is an ideal playground for the application of cell science and TE methods, as has previously been reported [14]. Once again the arterio-venous loop model in isolated chambers implanted into experimental settings could reveal basic mechanisms of tumorigenesis and metastasis formation [15]. On the way to seek new solutions new cell types have been found more or less by serendipity, such as Telocytes, that could play a crucial role in opening more hitherto unknown horizons of harnessing the power of regeneration [16-19] (for further information see http://www.telocytes.com).

Not at least, to further our funding sources and enhancing public
support we need to make clear that TE and RM are not hazardous Frankenstein like endeavours but are soundly controlled by the scientific community. Therefore ethical issues with the use of embryonic stem cells or the use of animals have to be discussed and should be clearly addressed with regard to clinical translation [20]. The effort of concentrating funding means and joining forces by institutions into so called “high-risk but high potential future research projects” is one way to overcome the momentary stagnation of traditional funding sources. As an example in the Friedrich Alexander University of Erlangen Nuernberg for instance the President and his taskforce have evoked a program of Emerging Field Initiatives (EFI) that allows a dedicated group of scientists from different faculties to set up an interdisciplinary working group where material scientists [21-24] and cell biologists can team up with various clinical scientists (for further information see: http://www.efi.uni-erlangen.org/projects/topbiomat/). Such instruments to substitute highly innovative areas of research that would otherwise not be funded by industry or by traditional public funding institutions are one way to bring the field forward.

Conclusion

In summary it can be stated that if all efforts in material science, cellular and molecular biology, gene techniques, cell programming, together with sound clinical expertise are brought together we will see that TE and RM through such interdisciplinary approaches might become a part of clinical routine in the near future.
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When it is obvious that the goals cannot be reached, don’t adjust the goals, adjust the action steps.

“Confucius”
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